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Congrats! You just made one of the best decisions of your career (thus far 😉) and we’re absolutely 
thrilled that you found this workshop.

I started what would become DigitalMarketer in my dorm room at The University of Texas in the Spring 
of 1999. In the 20+ years since, marketing as I’ve known it has evolved into something I certainly 
couldn’t have imagined when I got into this business. And that’s why I created this company and, 
more specifically, the workshop you now possess: because I wanted to give Marketers and “Accidental 
Entrepreneurs” everywhere the tools and resources they need to succeed in this ever-changing 
business landscape. I wanted to give marketers and entrepreneurs a cost-effective way to learn how 
to market their product or service. And I wanted these workshops and tools to be created by real 
marketers who are actually in the trenches, doing this marketing “thing” every single day—people 
who know what is actually working RIGHT NOW.

And I think we, as a company, have succeeded in delivering just that 😊.

In this special, all-encompassing Automate Your Business Growth with Email Follow-up, 
congratulations, you have a new subscriber! Now comes the tough part: turning those leads into 
customers. An Automated Email Follow-Up Machine is your business’ best bet for building familiarity 
and trust with your subscribers, and moving them to the next phase of the Customer Value Journey: 
Convert. In this workshop, we go in-depth in to 2 specific types of email campaigns—Indoctrination & 
Conversion—that create a bond between your brand and your customers AND move them quickly and 
easily into the buying phase. Additionally, you’ll get 37 done-for-you copy & paste email templates 
proven to increase open and click-through rates, and tips for crafting your own campaigns from 
scratch—from killer subject lines to can’t ignore calls to action. Finally, a process you can implement 
today to nurture and convert your subscribers into the buyers of your core offer!

Whether this is your first DigitalMarketer Workshop or your 99th, our goal is to leave you with proven, 
actionable lessons you can apply to your business immediately.

So settle in and commit your focus to learning the valuable lessons included in this workshop. I speak 
for everyone at DigitalMarketer when I say: you got this.

What are you waiting for? Let’s get started!

P.S. If you’re serious about not only advancing your career, but growing your bank account using 
DigitalMarketer’s tools, templates, and tactics… then visit https://www.digitalmarketer.com/lab-plus/ to 
learn all about our entire suite of products aimed at helping you grow your career and your business.

with Ryan Deiss and Richard Lindner
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RYAN DEISS

Ryan Deiss is an entrepreneur, best-selling author, and one of the most 
sought-after and dynamic speakers on marketing in the world today. 
Ryan is the founder and CEO of The Scalable Company, a scaleup 
accelerator based out of Austin, TX. Ryan is also the founder and CEO of 
DigitalMarketer, the founder of Recess, and is also the host and founder 
of Traffic & Conversion Summit, the largest digital marketing conversion 
conference in North America. Ryan has authored a number of books on 
marketing and business growth, including Digital Marketing for Dummies 
and The Invisible Selling Machine, and has introduced and popularized 
many of the digital selling strategies that modern companies now take for 
granted. 

Connect on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ryandeiss/

RICHARD LINDNER

Richard Linder is the President and Co-Founder of DigitalMarketer, the 
industry leader in global digital marketing education. While running a 
global team of more than 50 professionals worldwide, Richard also is a 
sought after executive leadership expert, working with some of the worlds 
most exciting brands like Entreleadership, Marapost, Ethiad Airlines to 
name a few.

Richard hails from the great state of Tennessee and on most Saturdays in 
the fall you can find him, his beautiful wife, Farrar, their two daughters, 
Callie and Cayden, draped from head to toe in their Volunteer orange!

Connect on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/richardlindner/ 
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DISCLAIMER: The following notes are in order of the presentation. 
All fill-in-the-blanks come directly from the presenter’s slide deck, in 
order of presentation. On the left side of the workbook, is an extra 
space to write any additional notes or anything the presenter says 
that “you need to write down.” 

• Everyone is Asking..

 • How can I build a ________________ list? 

 • How will I ________________ a subscriber list once I have it? 

 • In other words: “You have a subscriber...________________ 

  ________________?

• The Goal 

 • Craft an automated email follow up series that 

  _______________ more _______________ into _______________. 

THE ROLE OF EMAIL FOLLOWUP

• Email follow-up has two jobs…

1. _______________ a lead or customer to the next stage in the Value 

Journey 

2. Facilitate _______________. 

• • •

• • •

Notes:

DISCLAIMER: The following notes are in order of the presentation. 
All fill-in-the-blanks come directly from the presenter’s slide deck, in 
order of presentation. On the left side of the workbook, is an extra 
space to write any additional notes or anything the presenter says 
that “you need to write down.” 

• People tend to buy from people they ________________, 

________________, and ________________.

• List the five reasons that challenges are so effective. 

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________

• A well-________________ and well-________________ challenge 

accomplishes every marketing objective you could possibly want 

to accomplish...at the ________________ ________________!!!

• List the two things you NEED to run a challenge.

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

AUTOMATE 
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THE 5-PHASE FOLLOW-UP MACHINE

Copyright © 2021 DigitalMarketer
All of the contents of this document are protected from copying under U.S. and international copyright laws and treatises. 
Any unauthorized copying, alteration, distribution, transmission, performance, display or other use of this material is prohibited.
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THE BUCKET

SEGMENTATION

INDOCTRINATION

$
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TYPES OF EMAILS

• List the Three Types of Emails 

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________

• List the Eight Different Types of Transaction Emails  

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________ 

6. ________________________________________________________

7. ________________________________________________________ 

8. ________________________________________________________

• List the Eight Different Types of Promotional Emails  

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________ 

6. ________________________________________________________

7. ________________________________________________________ 

8. ________________________________________________________

Notes:

“You’re doing your customers a service 
as long as you’re always offering value 
above and beyond what you take.”

– Ryan Deiss
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Notes: • List the Nine Different Types of Transaction Emails   

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________________________ 

6. ________________________________________________________

7. ________________________________________________________ 

8. ________________________________________________________ 

9. ________________________________________________________ 

EMAIL SEND TYPES

• List the Two Email Send Types    

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

• The only emails that should ever be _______________ are 

_______________ and timely _______________. 

• All other email campaigns should be _______________ by a 

specific subscriber _______________ or _______________. 

CRAFTING KILLER SUBJECT LINES

• List the four types of subject lines.   

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________ 

• • •

• • •
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Notes:

“If you’re going to prescribe the next 
logical step, you have to know what it is.”

– Richard Lindner

1. BLIND/CURIOSITY

• Less ___________ = More Sales

• kinda weird but VERY profitable

• The $8,000 detour

• Well that was over before it started...

• Socially AWKWARD ---> Best comebacks

• yum: plant blood

• 1,322,956 free visits from...

• 137% more sales with “boomerang” trick...

• Are you afraid of the dark?

EXAMPLE SUBJECT LINES

2. DIRECT/BENEFIT

• [Facebook Ad Templates] How to get more clicks...

• 20 counter-intuitive insights about social selling

• Generate traffic on demand

• How to use “challenges” to generate more leads

• 4 inbox hacks I use to manage email in under 1 hour

• How to 3X your revenue in 18 months

• Vertical Gardening: How to grow roses in 4 square feet of 
space or less

• Steal these email templates...

EXAMPLE SUBJECT LINES
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Notes:

3. URGENCY/SCARCITY

4. PROOF/RESULTS

• 85% off sale ends at Midnight

• Your discount code is about to expire

• Gone in 3...2...1...

• Closing Down Soon!

• Final Reminder: [product name] closes today at 11:59pm

• Last Chance to be a VIP

• You’re about to miss out...

• $1,000 in savings are gone forever after today...

• Final Notice (just hours left)

• [Case Study] $188,674 from a “dead” list

• Mom of two loses 10 pounds in 10 days

• From “unemployable” to a 6-figure dream job

• AZ shoe store owner 20X’s business by sending this email

• 23,247 leads in less than 30 days

• Swipe this $17,609.10 postcard template (Download)

• [Case Study] 59% increase in 5th grade math test scores

EXAMPLE SUBJECT LINES

EXAMPLE SUBJECT LINES

• • •

“So often we forget to opt-in to our 
own stuff, so we don’t see it broken.”

– Ryan Deiss
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GETTING YOUR EMAILS CLICKED 

• Your subscribers won’t click unless you tell them _______________ 

to click. 

Notes:

• • •

TYPES OF CTAS

Naked Links

Anchor Text Links

Buttons (CSS not Image)

Images

“Videos” (with play buttons)

THE CHECKLIST

• The Rule of _______________. 

 • Try to fit ______________ ______________ CTAs in every email.

PICKING THE SENDER

• Email From TYPE 

 • ______________ (ex. FROM: Bob Smith) 

 • ______________ (ex. FROM: Acme Company)

 • ______________ (ex. FROM: Bob Smith - Acme Company) 

• Every email you send should be “______________” and 

______________ by a real, live ______________ being. 

• • •
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Notes:

• • •

• • •

INDOCTRINATION EXPLAINED

• What is an Indoctrination Campaign? 

 • A triggered campaign sent ______________ following an initial 

  subscription that is designed to ______________ the brand to 

  the new subscriber. 

 • The job of the indoctriniation series is to turn ______________ 

  into ______________. 

 • The indoctrination series should only be sent to 

  ______________ subscribers. 

 • A typical indoctrination series contains ______________ to 

  ______________ emails. 

• Don’t try to _______________ all the boxes in _______________ 

email…(_______________ - _______________ is a solid effort).

10 ELEMENTS OF INDOCTRINATION

Welcome and Thank you

Set Expectations

Restate the Benefits

Encourage Whitelisting

Introduce the Brand/Team

THE CHECKLIST

Show Your “Best Of”

Bounce Them Around

Prescribe Next Steps

Open a Loop

Start a Conversation

THE INDOCTRINATION CHECKLIST
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Notes: CONVERSION SERIES EXPLAINED

• What is a Conversion Series? 

 • An ______________ based, ______________ campaign sent 

  ______________ following a specific action or request. 

• The job of the Conversion series is to turn ______________ into 

______________. 

• Emails in a conversion series should reference the previous 

______________ action and ______________ the next 

______________ step.

• Successful conversion emails will ______________ or 

______________ ______________ known objections and common 

misconceptions.

• A typical conversion series contains ______________ to 

______________ emails. 

• Questions #1: What is the ______________ ______________ 

______________ your new subscriber should take to receive the 

most value?

• Questions #2: Do you have any ______________ to 

______________ they are ready to take that next step?

• • •

“When people subscribe, they are subscribing 
because they want the thing that you are 
offering, they are not subscribing because 
they want to hear from you all of the time.” 

– Ryan Deiss
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3 TYPES OF CONVERSIONS

THE THREE GOALS OF CONVERSION

Get them to BUY

Get them to REACH OUT

Get them to CONSUME

THE CHECKLIST

(SERIES: Gain, Logic, Fear)

(SERIES: Just Following Up)

(SERIES: Don’t Stand Me Up)

ELEMENTS OF CONVERSION

References the previous POSITIVE action

Overcomes (or inoculates against) KNOWN objections

Prescribes thew next logical step

Starts the ideal sales conversation

THE CHECKLIST

4 CONVERSION TRIGGERS

• List the 4 conversion triggers.    

 1. ________________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________________ 

3. ________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________ 

• • •

• • •

Notes:
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PRICE DETERMINES LENGTH 

• In a conversion series, the ______________ of your product or 

service determines the ______________ of the campaign.

Notes:

FIVE STAGES OF BELIEF

1. Clarify The End Result

2. Identify Where They Are Now (and why they’re there)

3. Remind Them Of The Pain Of Staying There

4. Identify And Overcome Common Misconceptions

5. Show Them Someone Else Whos Already Done It

• • •

• • •

• • •

SERIES STACKING EXPLAINED 

• Moving a subscriber ______________ into a ______________ 

series once they’ve completed the original series without 

converting.

• The second series can be used to ______________ or 

______________ the campaign for the original offer or 

______________ them to a new, relevant offer.

FIVE STAGES OF BELIEF
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• How can you use one of the four different types of subject lines to 

increase your open rates? 

• What is one type of CTA (of the five from the Types of CTA 

Checklist) that you can start to implement in you emails to get 

you more clicks? 

• Who has been “The Sender” of your emails? After this workshop 

do you think you need to change “The Sender” to either a face, a 

brand, or a hybrid? 

Notes:

AUTOMATE 
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FOLLOW-UP

REFLECTION QUESTIONS
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• What are at least two items on the Indoctrination Checklist that 

you can start adding to your Indoctrination Series? 

• Which of the four conversion triggers have you already been 

using in your email? What is one that you think would have the 

biggest impact on your emails? 

Notes:

“Most average, everyday people haven’t 
been clapped for or congratulated in any way, 
shape or form so when they see you doing it 
to someone else they increase their feelings 
toward you as a good person.” 

– Richard Lindner

• • •

• • •
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The Ultimate Guide to 
DigitalMarketing

DigitalMarketer’s Blog
Get the latest tactics and tips in all things 
digital marketing by checking out our 
free blog! 

Playbooks: Getting Started with 
DigitalMarketer
If this is your first time at DigitalMarketer, 
check out our main core learnings.  

1. Customer Avatar Playbook 

2. Customer Value Journey

Certifications:
Are you looking to get a deeper 
understanding of digital marketing 
concepts? Take a look at some of our 
digital marketing courses to take a deep 
dive into the pillars of digital marketing. 
Not sure where to start? Check out Digital 
Marketing Mastery that starts your journey 
as a “T-Shaped” marketer.

Notes:

AUTOMATE 
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RESOURCE PAGE
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Podcasts:
Check out our two free DigitalMarketer 
podcasts. The DigitalMarketer Podcast 
and Perpetual Traffic Podcast. You can 
subscribe on all major podcast platforms 
as well as check out our library archive to 
listen to past episodes! 

Extra Resources

8-POINT AUTOMATED 
EMAIL FOLLOW-UP 

SERIES AUDIT

THE 5-PHASE 
FOLLOW-UP 

MACHINE

HOMEWORK: DIAGRAM 
THE INDOCTRINATION 

PROCESS

Customer Avatar 
Canvas

Customer Value 
Journey

Homework: Diagram 
the Indoctrination 

Process

8-Point Automated 
Email Follow-Up 

Series Audit

The 5-Phase Follow-
Up Machine

Notes:

Copyright © 2021 
DigitalMarketer

All of the contents 
of this document 
are protected from 
copying under U.S. and 
international copyright 
laws and treatises. Any 
unauthorized copying, 
alteration, distribution, 
transmission, 
performance, display 
or other use of this 
material is prohibited.
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HOMEWORK: DIAGRAM THE 
INDOCTRINATION PROCESS

BestSelf.co

Indoctrination Checklist: 

Welcome and Thank You

Set Expectations

Encourage Whitelisting

Restate the Benefits

Introduce the Brand/Team

Show Your “Best Of”

Bounce Them Around

Prescribe Next Steps

Open a Loop

Start a Conversation

Case Study: Best Self Indoctrination Series (Step 1)  

Case Study: Best Self Indoctrination Series (Step 4)  

Case Study: Best Self Indoctrination Series (Step 2)  

Case Study: Best Self Indoctrination Series (Step 3)  

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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